SCRAP HAPPY QUILTING

11 Projects From Wall Hangings to Bed Quilts
Introduction

*Scrap Happy Quilting* not only addresses the issue of your growing scrap collection, it gives you 11 fantastic designs that can be used for all fabrics. Put your scraps to work making beautiful quilted projects, or buy current collections and use these great patterns. You’ll love all the options for using scraps and small amounts of fabric with these versatile patterns that can be used again and again. So pull out your fabrics and get quilting.

Each and every quilted project in this book can be made with smaller amounts of fabric.

There’s something for everyone in the way of sizes, styles and techniques. If you’re a traditional quilter, we have several patterns that will appeal to you, and if you’re leaning toward the fast and easy, we have that too. If you love hexagons but are still a beginner, you may want to check out *Cherry Orchard*. It’s actually made with strips, not set-in seams. If you want hexagons the traditional way, well, we have them also—see *Hexagon Delight*. There’s a wide variety to choose from.

With a little time and imagination you can make your scraps work in any of these patterns. Discover the endless possibilities for using a variety of fabrics. Scraps are wonderful and so addicting once you get started working with them.
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Color Therapy Throw

Design by Chris Malone

Simple Nine-Patch blocks, each constructed in a different color with white in the center, will give you endless options for layout. Add some appliqué, and you have a treasure.

**Project Specifications**
Skill Level: Intermediate  
Throw Size: 57½" x 57½"  
Block Size: 7½" x 7½" Finished  
Number of Blocks: 25

2. Cut 16 (3") A squares each from assorted purple and green scraps to total 32 additional A squares.  
3. Cut 16 (1½") C squares total from assorted scraps.  
4. Cut appliqué pieces as per pattern and instructions.  
5. Cut 1¾"-wide bias strips from green dot to total four 24” strips when joined for vines.  
6. Cut two 8½" x 42” E strips white tonal.  
7. Cut two 8½” x 58” F strips along the length of the white tonal.  
8. Cut three 3” by the remaining fabric width strips white tonal; subcut strips into 24 (3") B squares.

**Materials**
- Assorted scraps: yellow, orange, red, pink, blue, turquoise, purple, green and leaf green  
- Assorted 2¼" by 10”–20” scrap strips to total 240” for binding  
- ½ yard green dot  
- 2½ yards white tonal  
- 3½ yards backing  
- Batting 66” x 66”  
- Thread  
- Sizes 8, 12 and 16 assorted colors pearl cotton  
- 1 yard lightweight nonwoven interfacing  
- ½”-wide bias pressing bar  
- Geometry compass  
- Template material  
- Pinking shears  
- Basic sewing tools and supplies

**Cutting**
Template located on the included pattern insert.  
1. Cut 24 (3") A squares each assorted yellow, orange, red, pink, blue, turquoise and leaf green scraps to total 168 A squares.
9. Cut three 8" by the remaining fabric width strips white tonal; subcut strips into 40 (1½" x 8") D sashing strips and one 3" B square to total 25 B squares.

Completing the Nine-Patch Blocks
1. Select one B square and eight A squares from one color family.
2. Arrange and join the A and B squares in rows referring to Figure 1; press.

![Figure 1](image1)

3. Join the rows to complete one Nine-Patch block referring to Figure 2; press.

![Figure 2](image2)

4. Repeat steps 1–3 to make a total of 25 Nine-Patch blocks.

Completing the Pieced Top
1. Arrange and join five Nine-Patch blocks with four D strips to make a block row; press seams toward D. Repeat to make a total of five block rows.
2. Join five D strips with four C squares to make a sashing row; press seams toward D. Repeat to make a total of four sashing rows.
3. Join the sashing rows with the block rows to complete the pieced center; press seams toward sashing rows.

Tip
Although some quilters prefer to remove excess fabric from behind large appliqué pieces, the extra layers will create a slight dimension, especially with the interfacing method of appliqué. Cutting out sections of the background can also weaken the integrity of the quilt.

4. Sew E strips to the top and bottom, and F strips to opposite sides of the pieced center; press seams toward strips.

Completing the Appliqué
1. Join green dot bias strips as necessary to make four 1½" x 24" strips.
2. Fold each bias strip in half wrong sides together along the length and stitch with a scant ¼" seam; trim seam to ⅛".
3. Insert bias pressing bar inside one stitched bias strip and press with seam centered on one side to make a vine strip referring to Figure 3. Repeat with each strip to make a total of four vine strips.

![Figure 3](image3)

4. In bottom right corner, starting 9¼" in from right side and 3" up from the bottom, pin and stitch one vine strip in a gentle curve along the E border strip as shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4](image4)

5. Repeat step 4 with a second vine strip starting 10¼" up from the bottom and 3" in from the right side, referring to Figure 5.

![Figure 5](image5)
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 with a second set of vine strips on the top left corner of the pieced center.

7. To prepare circle flowers, use a compass to draw circle shapes on the template material in the following sizes: 1¼”, 1½”, 2¼”, 3½” and 5”. Cut out templates on drawn lines.

8. Choose fabric scraps for flower centers and flowers. Using prepared templates, trace the following sizes onto the wrong sides of the chosen scraps (do not cut out): two 5” flowers with two each 1¼” and 2½” centers, 10 (3½”) flowers with 10 (1½” centers), and four 2½” flowers with four 1¼” centers.

9. Pin a marked scrap piece right sides together with the lightweight interfacing and stitch on the traced circle line all around as shown in Figure 6.

10. Cut out circle close to, but not through, the stitching line using pinking shears.

11. Repeat steps 9 and 10 with remaining traced circles.

12. Cut a slash in the interfacing side only and turn each circle right side out through the slash; press edges smooth and flat.

13. Pin the flower centers to the flowers referring to step 8 for size combinations; hand-stitch in place.

14. Prepare 20 leaf shapes in the same manner as for flowers using pattern provided on the pattern insert.

15. Arrange and hand-stitch the flowers and leaf shapes on the previously stitched vine strips to complete the throw top as shown in Figure 7.

Tip
The appliqué shapes may be machine-stitched using a blanket stitch, satin stitch or zigzag stitch instead of being hand-stitched. If using this method, except for one small flower that overlaps both E and F borders, stitch the vines and flowers on the border strips before stitching them to the pieced center. The final flowers may be machine-stitched in place after the borders have been stitched. This eliminates the need to have the entire quilt at the machine for the appliqué process during the bulk of the machine work.

Figure 6

Figure 7

Color Therapy Throw
Assembly Diagram 57¼" x 57¼"
Completing the Throw

1. Sandwich the batting between the pieced top and a prepared backing piece; pin or baste layers together to hold. Quilt flower shapes and centers of blocks using larger quilting stitches and pearl cotton in various colors to match blocks or scraps. Quilt vein lines in leaves referring to leaf pattern.

2. When quilting is complete, trim batting and backing fabric even with raw edges of the pieced top.

3. Join binding strips on the short ends to make a 250"-long strip; press seams open. Fold the binding strip with wrong sides together along length; press.

4. Sew binding to the edges, mitering corners and overlapping ends. Fold binding to the back side and stitch in place to finish.

Tip

Use pinking shears to cut out the stitched fabric/interfacing circles and eliminate the need to clip into seams to allow them to stretch enough to make smooth finished edges.

“It is fun, and very revealing, to study the scrap collection of an avid quilter! It’s like reading tea leaves. There might be bright colors with dots and swirls, warm and cozy country prints, or maybe charming and pretty florals. What does your scrap collection say about you and your preferences?” —Chris Malone

Color Therapy Throw Alternate Size

Make 54 blocks and join in 9 rows of 6 blocks each to make a twin-size quilt. Remember to purchase more fabric for borders, sashing and binding.
Summer Days Bed Runner

Design by Connie Rand

A combination of easy piecing and fusible appliqué, along with a good selection of scraps, are all you need to make a stunning bed runner.

Project Specifications
Skill Level: Intermediate
Bed Runner Size: 84" x 24"
Block Size: 12" x 12" Finished
Number of Blocks: 14

Materials
• Scraps light yellow and yellow
• Assorted 1½"-wide light and dark scrap strips in bright colors
• 4 large green scraps for leaves
• 4 large bright-color scraps for petals
• Assorted 2½"-wide scrap strips to total 230" when joined for binding
• 1½ yards white solid
• 2½ yards backing
• Batting 92" x 32"
• Thread
• 1 yard 18"-wide fusible web
• Water-erasable marker
• Basic sewing tools and supplies

Cutting
Templates located on the included pattern insert.

1. Cut 24 (1½") assorted light and dark scrap D squares.
2. Cut 16 (1½" x 10½") B strips from assorted light and dark scraps.
3. Cut 16 (1½" x 12½") C strips from assorted light and dark bright-color scraps.
4. Cut a variety of 1½" by scrap width Log Cabin strips from assorted scraps. Note: You will need scrap strips in increments from 3½"–12½" for the Log Cabin blocks.
5. Cut appliqué pieces as per patterns, instructions and Fusible Appliqué sidebar on page 11.
6. Cut seven 1½" by fabric width strips white solid for Log Cabin blocks.
7. Cut two 10½" by fabric width strips white solid; subcut strips into eight 10½" A squares.

Completing the Summer Bloom Blocks
1. Using patterns given on the pattern insert, prepare petal, leaf, hexagon and flower center appliqué pieces, and four A background squares as directed on patterns and referring to the Fusible Appliqué sidebar. Transfer dotted placement lines on petal shapes using a water-erasable marker.
2. Arrange and fuse six green leaf shapes on one A square referring to Figure 1 for positioning.
3. Arrange and fuse six bright-color petal shapes on the fused A square referring to Figure 2 for positioning of pieces.

4. Arrange and fuse the hexagon and flower center to the center of the fused petals using placement lines on petals as guides and referring to Figure 3 for positioning.

5. Finish edges of shapes with a narrow zigzag or buttonhole stitch.

6. Select two each B and C strips. Sew B strips to opposite sides and C strips to the top and bottom of the appliquéd A square to complete one Summer Bloom block referring to the block drawing; press seams toward strips.

7. Repeat steps 2–6 to complete a total of four Summer Bloom blocks.

Completing the Dragonfly Blocks
1. Using patterns given in the pattern insert, prepare dragonfly pieces and four A background squares for appliqué as directed on pattern pieces and referring to the Fusible Appliqué sidebar.

2. Arrange and fuse one dragonfly motif on one A square referring to Figure 4 for positioning of pieces.

3. Finish edges of shapes using a narrow zigzag or buttonhole stitch and variegated thread or thread to match fabrics.

4. Select two each B and C strips. Sew B strips to opposite sides and C strips to the top and bottom of the appliquéd A square to complete one Dragonfly block referring to the block drawing; press seams toward strips.

5. Repeat steps 2–4 to complete a total of four Dragonfly blocks.

Completing the Log Cabin Blocks
1. Select and join four D squares to make a Four-Patch unit as shown in Figure 5; press. Repeat to make a total of six units.

2. Select one 1½”-wide strip white solid; place a Four-Patch unit on the strip, right sides together, turn over and stitch as shown in Figure 6.

3. Continue to add the Four-Patch units to the strip, leaving a little space between units as you stitch as shown in Figure 7.

4. Trim the strip even with the Four-Patch units as shown in Figure 8; press seams toward the strips after trimming to complete the first round for all Log Cabin blocks.

5. Select four pieced units and stitch each to the remainder of the white solid strip, trim and press as in steps 3 and 4 to add strip 2 referring to Figure 9.

6. To complete one Log Cabin 1 block, select one pieced unit and one scrap strip; sew the scrap strip to the next side of the pieced unit to add piece 3 referring to Figure 10; press seam toward piece 3.

7. Continue to add scrap strips and white solid strips to the pieced units using the same methods to
complete one Log Cabin 1 block referring to Figure 11 for order of piecing and placement of fabrics.

8. Repeat steps 6 and 7 to complete a total of four Log Cabin 1 blocks.

9. Complete two Log Cabin 2 blocks using the same methods in steps 1–8, except use white solid strips on only one side of the block referring to Figure 12 for order of piecing and placement of fabrics.

Completing the Bed Runner Top
1. Arrange and join the Log Cabin 1, Log Cabin 2, Summer Bloom and Dragonfly blocks in two rows referring to the Assembly Diagram for positioning; press.

2. Join the rows as pieced to complete the bed runner top; press.

Completing the Quilt
1. Sandwich the batting between the pieced top and prepared backing piece; pin or baste layers together to hold. Quilt as desired by hand or machine.

2. When quilting is complete, trim batting and backing fabric even with raw edges of the pieced top.

3. Join the binding strips on the short ends to make a long strip; press seams open. Fold the strip with wrong sides together along length and press.

4. Sew binding to the edges, mitering corners and overlapping ends. Fold binding to the back side and stitch in place to finish.

“I love scrap quilts! Like most quilters, I have trouble throwing away fabric that might possibly be useful someday. The bright colors I found in my stash suggested something for summer, so I created this design to take advantage of them.” —Connie Rand

Fusible Appliqué
1. Referring to patterns for number to cut, trace appliqué shapes onto paper side of fusible web leaving ¼” between pieces. Cut out shapes leaving a margin around each one.

2. Fuse shapes to wrong side of fabrics following manufacturer’s instructions.

3. Cut out shapes along traced lines. Peel off paper backing.

4. Fold and crease background squares on the vertical, horizontal and diagonal centers to help with positioning of pieces.

5. Referring to the block drawings, arrange pieces on the background squares, layering pieces in numerical order.

6. When satisfied with positioning of pieces, fuse in place.

7. Using a machine blanket stitch or narrow zigzag stitch and thread to match fabrics, stitch around edges of each piece, starting with the lower pieces first and stitching the upper pieces last.
Flirty ’30s Baby Quilt
Design by Julie Weaver

If you have been saving 1930s reproduction scraps, here’s a quilt that is quick and easy, and displays them perfectly.

Project Specifications
Skill Level: Beginner
Quilt Size: 40" x 50"
Block Size: 5" x 5" Finished
Number of Blocks: 35

Materials
- 35 assorted 1930s reproduction scraps at least 2½" x 13½"
- 70 assorted 1930s reproduction scraps at least 3" wide
- Assorted 1930s reproduction scrap strips 2½" by 10"-20" to total 200" when joined for binding
- ½ yard mint green solid
- 1½ yards white tonal
- 3½ yards backing
- Batting 48" x 58"
- Thread
- Basic sewing tools and supplies

Cutting
1. Cut one 2½" A square, two 1½" x 2" B rectangles and four 2" D squares from the same scrap for one block. Pin pieces together to keep as a set. Repeat to cut a total of 35 sets.
2. Cut 70 (2½" x 3") I rectangles and four 3" N squares from assorted 1930s reproduction scraps.
3. Cut four 1½" by fabric width strips mint green solid. Trim strips to make two 1½" x 35½" E strips and two 1½" x 27½" F strips.
4. Cut five 1½" by fabric width strips mint green solid. Trim two strips to make 1½" x 40½" M strips. Set aside remaining strips for L.
5. Cut 10 (2½" by fabric width) strips white tonal; subcut strips into 210 (2" x 2½") C rectangles.
6. Cut nine 2" by fabric width strips white tonal. Trim six strips to make two each 2" x 37½" G strips, 2" x 30½" H strips and 2" x 38½" K strips. Set aside remaining strips for J.

Completing the Pieced Center
1. Select one matching set of A, B and D pieces, and six C rectangles to complete one Flirty block.
2. Sew a C rectangle to opposite sides of A to complete the center row as shown in Figure 1; press seams toward A.
3. Sew C to opposite sides of B to make the top row as shown in Figure 2; press seams toward B. Repeat to make the bottom row.
4. Sew the center row between the top and bottom rows as shown in Figure 3; press.
5. Draw a diagonal line from corner to corner on the wrong side of each D square.
6. Place a D square right sides together with an outer corner of C and stitch on the marked line as shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4](image1)

7. Trim seam to ¼” and press D to the right side as shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5](image2)

8. Repeat steps 6 and 7 with remaining D pieces on the remaining C corners to complete one Flirty block as shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6](image3)

9. Repeat steps 1–8 to complete a total of 35 Flirty blocks.

Completing the Quilt Top

1. Select and join five Flirty blocks to make an X Row referring to Figure 7, turning every other block. Repeat to make a total of four X Rows. Press seams away from the second and fourth blocks.

![Figure 7](image4)

2. Repeat step one to make three Y Rows, again referring to Figure 7; press seams toward the second and fourth blocks.

3. Join the X and Y Rows referring to the Assembly Diagram to complete the pieced center; press seams in one direction.
10. Join the L strips on the short ends to make a long strip; press. Subcut strip into two 1½” x 48½” L strips.

11. Sew L strips to opposite long sides and M strips to the top and bottom of the pieced center to complete the quilt top; press.

Completing the Quilt
1. Sandwich the batting between the pieced top and a prepared backing piece; pin or baste layers together to hold. Quilt as desired by hand or machine.

2. When quilting is complete, trim batting and backing fabric even with raw edges of the pieced top.

3. Join the 2¼”-wide binding strips on the short ends with diagonal seams to make a 200”-long strip; press seams open. Fold the strip with wrong sides together along length; press to make a double-layered binding strip.

4. Sew binding to the edges, mitering corners and overlapping ends. Fold binding to the back side and stitch in place to finish.

“I like to make smaller-size quilts that are quick and easy. I’m always thinking of quilts I can give as gifts—especially when a new baby or two or three is expected. Since we all have fabric, we need to use it so we can justify buying more. This quilt is a wonderful project to make a start on using up those scraps! I love ’30s prints. They’re so happy, and by their very nature, lend themselves to scrap projects.” —Julie Weaver
Scattered Dresdens Lap Quilt

Design by Jen Eskridge

Each Dresden block has a solid circle appliquéd to the center so there’s no need to sweat over matching the points. Think of all the fun you can have “playing” with your scraps on this one!

Project Specifications
Skill Level: Confident Beginner
Quilt Size: 40” x 60”

Materials
- 4 scrap pieces at least 6” square
- Assorted scrap strips 2½” wide totaling 810”
- Assorted scrap strips 2¼” wide to total 220” when joined for binding
- 1¼ yards cream solid or muslin
- 4 yards backing
- Batting 48” x 68”
- Thread
- Template material
- Water-erasable marker
- Basic sewing tools and supplies

Cutting
Templates located on the included pattern insert.

1. Prepare templates for circle and wedge shapes using patterns given on the pattern insert. Cut four circle pieces from 6” square scraps.
2. Trim the cream solid or muslin to 40½” x 60½” for background.

Completing the Quilt Top
1. Join the 2½”-wide scrap strips on the short ends to make a 162”-long strip; press. Repeat to make five long strips.
2. Join the long strips on long edges to make a 10½” x 162” strip-pieced panel referring to Figure 1; press all horizontal seams down in one direction.

3. Referring to Figure 2 and using a rotary cutter and ruler with the wedge template, cut 51 wedges from the strip-pieced panel, alternating the directions of the wedges to guarantee best use of fabric and for seam matching later.

4. Select two wedges with alternating seam pressing. Matching seams, join to make a wedge pair as shown in Figure 3; press seam toward the right wedge, again referring to Figure 3.

5. Repeat step 4 to make a total of 24 wedge pairs.
6. Join 10 wedge pairs and one single wedge (21 wedges total) to make a complete wedge circle as shown in Figure 4; press seams in the same direction as the wedge pairs. Repeat to make a second complete wedge circle.
7. Join four wedge pairs and one single wedge (nine wedges total) to make a partial wedge unit as shown in Figure 5; press seams in the same direction as the wedge pairs.

8. Turn under ¼” around the raw curved outer edge of each complete wedge circle and partial wedge unit; baste to hold.

9. Arrange and baste the complete wedge circles and partial wedge unit on the background referring to Figure 6 for positioning. **Note:** Baste edges of extending wedge circle and unit along the outer edge of the background.

**Tip**

The EZ Quilting Easy Dresden ruler may be used to draft your own version of various wedge sizes. You may make larger or smaller pieced units than the one used in the quilt shown. You may also add more wedge units to your top to make a one-of-a-kind quilt.
10. Trim excess from the wedge circle and unit even with the background edges referring to Figure 7.

11. Straight-stitch each wedge circle and the partial wedge unit in place close to outer curved edges all around referring to Figure 8.

12. Place two circle shapes right sides together and stitch together all around using a ¼" seam allowance; trim seam to ⅛". Repeat.

13. Cut a slash in one of the circles of each pair, being careful not to cut through to the second circle. Turn right side out through the slashed opening. Smooth edges and press.

14. Center and baste a circle shape right side up on the complete wedge circle and the remainder of the second complete wedge circle, covering all raw inner edges of wedges referring to Figure 9.

15. Stitch the Dresden wedges and the inner circle in place close to their outer edges all around to complete the quilt top.

Completing the Quilt
1. Sandwich the batting between the pieced top and a prepared backing piece; pin or baste layers together to hold. Quilt as desired by hand or machine.

2. When quilting is complete, trim batting and backing fabric even with raw edges of the pieced top.

3. Join the binding strips on the short ends to make a long strip; press seams open. Fold the strip with wrong sides together along length and press.

4. Sew binding to the edges, mitering corners and overlapping ends. Fold binding to the back side and stitch in place to finish.

Tip
Use 2½"-wide scraps left over from your numerous other quilt projects to create the scrappy strips for the Dresden wedges, or try varying the width of the strips used in the wedges to create a totally different look as shown in Figure 10.

Create this modern quilt using scrap fabrics from your stash. Each finished quilt will be as unique as the quilter who made it. Take these traditional concepts and work outside the box.” —Jen Eskridge
Here’s your opportunity to do controlled scrappy quilting with your stash. Make it a fun experience with easy paper piecing and a bit of fusible appliqué.

Project Specifications
Skill Level: Confident Beginner
Quilt Size: 52” x 52”
Block Size: 7” x 7” and 4½” x 4½” Finished
Number of Blocks: 13 and 4

Materials
- Assorted light and dark green print scraps
- ¾ yard white/peach print
- ⅛ yard gray floral
- 1 yard white-with-green dots
- 1½ yards light green print
- 3½ yards backing
- Batting 60” x 60”
- Thread
- Paper
- Washable-glue stick
- Template material
- Basic sewing tools and supplies

Cutting
Paper-piecing patterns and templates located on the included pattern insert.

1. Select four dark green print scraps for one Dark Diamond Fan block. Cut one 3½” x 8½” rectangle for piece 1, two matching 3¼” x 7” rectangles for pieces 2 and 3, two matching 3” x 5½” rectangles for pieces 4 and 5, and two matching 1½” x 5½” rectangles for pieces 6 and 7. Pin these pieces together as a set. Repeat with different scraps for each of three additional blocks.

2. Repeat step 1 with the four light green print scraps to cut enough pieces for five Light Diamond Fan blocks.

3. Select two each light and dark green print scraps for one Corner Fan block. Cut two different light 3” x 6” rectangles for pieces 1 and 2, and two different dark 2½” x 4” rectangles for pieces 3 and 4. Repeat with different scraps for each of three additional blocks.

4. Cut two 7½” by fabric width strips white/peach print; subcut strips into 36 (1½” x 7½”) E strips.

5. Cut five 1½” by fabric width J strips white/peach print.

6. Cut one 1½” by fabric width strip gray floral; subcut strip into 24 (1½”) D squares.

7. Cut five 1½” by fabric width H strips gray floral.

8. Cut six 2¼” by fabric width binding strips gray floral.

9. Cut one 13¼” by fabric width strip white-with-green dots; subcut strip into two 13¼” squares. Subcut the remainder of the strip into two 7¾” squares. Cut the 13¼” squares on both diagonals to make eight F triangles. Cut the 7¾” squares in half on one diagonal to make four G triangles.

11. Prepare templates for B and L pieces; cut as directed on each piece from white-with-green dots.


13. Cut one 7½” by fabric width strip light green print; subcut strip into four 7½” A squares.

Completing the Fan Blocks
1. Prepare 9 copies of the Diamond Fan paper-piecing pattern.

2. Set your machine stitch length for a shorter stitch length.

3. Fold one pattern on the lines between pieces and crease to mark the sewing lines to help with placement of pieces on the unmarked side.

4. Select one B piece and one set of pieces for one Dark Diamond Fan block.

5. Place a small amount of glue on the wrong side of piece 1 and place right side up centered over the section 1 position on the unmarked side of folded paper-piecing pattern as shown in Figure 1. Trim the piece at least ⅛” beyond the creased lines.

6. Place piece 2 right sides together with piece 1; turn the paper to the marked side and stitch on the line between sections 1 and 2 as shown in Figure 2.

7. Turn the paper over; trim excess at seam to ⅛”–⅓” as shown in Figure 3.

8. Press piece 2 to the right side and trim to at least ¼” larger than section 2 as shown in Figure 4.

9. Repeat steps 5–8 with remaining pieces in numerical order to complete the paper-pieced unit as shown in Figure 5.

10. Trim excess fabric away from edges along the solid outer line of the paper-piecing pattern as shown in Figure 6.
11. Apply a dot of glue to the wrong side of the B piece and position on the paper-pieced unit, matching the straight corner edges of the B piece with the outer line at the corner of the paper-pieced unit as shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 7](image)

12. Baste the straight edge of B in place ⅛” from the straight edge to secure as shown in Figure 8. Using a narrow zigzag stitch and white thread, stitch along the curved edge of B to hold in place to complete one Dark Diamond Fan block.

![Figure 8](image)

13. Repeat steps 2–12 to complete a total of four Dark Diamond Fan blocks.

14. Repeat steps 2–12 with sets of light pieces to complete a total of five Light Diamond Fan blocks.

15. Repeat steps 2–12 with sets of corner and L pieces to complete four Corner Fan blocks.

**Completing the Drunkard’s Path Blocks**

1. Select one each A square and B piece to complete one Drunkard’s Path block.

2. Apply glue to the wrong side of B and place on one corner of A, aligning corner of B with corner of A; apply pressure to secure.

3. Using white thread and a narrow zigzag stitch, sew B to A along the curved edge.

4. Trim excess A away from behind B, leaving a ⅛” seam allowance as shown in Figure 9 to complete one Drunkard’s Path block.

![Figure 9](image)

5. Repeat steps 1–4 to complete a total of four Drunkard’s Path blocks.

**Completing the Quilt Top**

1. Arrange and join the Drunkard’s Path blocks with the Dark and Light Diamond Fan blocks, the D squares, the E sashing strips, and the F and G triangles in diagonal rows referring to the Assembly Diagram for positioning of pieces to make rows; press seams away from the blocks.

2. Join the pieced diagonal rows, overlapping F and G pieces to make the center float on the background as shown in the close-up drawing in Figure 10; press seams toward the D-E strips.

![Figure 10](image)

3. Trim the pieced center to 36½” square, if necessary.

4. Join the H strips on the short ends to make a long strip; press. Subcut the strip into four 1½” x 46” H strips.

5. Repeat step 4 with the I and J strips.

---

**Tip**

Search through your scraps to find color families to coordinate. For example, this quilt uses light and dark green prints. The fabrics are cut into pieces that are used in the same position in a specific number of blocks—in this case, four dark and five light. Each version uses four fabrics, so there are four light and four dark scraps—controlled scrappy quilting.
6. Sew an H strip to an I strip to a J strip to complete a pieced side strip; press seams away from the I strip. Repeat to make a total of four pieced side strips.

7. Center and sew a pieced side strip to each side of the pieced center, starting and stopping stitching ¼" from edges as shown in Figure 11.

8. Miter corner seams as shown in Figure 12; trim excess seam allowance to ¼" and press mitered seams open.

9. Join the K strips on the short ends to make a long strip; press. Subcut into four 5" x 43½" K strips.

10. Sew K strips to opposite sides of the pieced center; press seams toward K.

11. Sew a Corner Fan block to each end of each remaining K strip referring to the Assembly Diagram; press. Sew these strips to the top and bottom of the pieced center to complete the quilt top.

12. Remove paper from all paper-pieced blocks.

Completing the Quilt
1. Sandwich the batting between the pieced top and the prepared backing piece; pin or baste layers together to hold. Quilt as desired by hand or machine.

2. When quilting is complete, trim batting and backing fabric even with raw edges of the pieced top.

3. Join the binding strips on the short ends to make a long strip; press seams open. Fold the strip with wrong sides together along length and press.

4. Sew binding to the edges, mitering corners and overlapping ends. Fold binding to the back side and stitch in place to finish.

“I love fan blocks that use lots of colors. Using two shades of lights and darks creates the beauty the blocks needed to move around the quilt.” —Bev Remillard

Tip
Crease the lines between sections on the paper-piecing pattern to use as guides when placing fabric pieces on the unmarked side of the paper. This takes away the guesswork of where the pieces go and how big they should be. The pieces can be trimmed to a similar shape using the creased lines as guides.

Diamond Fans
Assembly Diagram 52" x 52"

Scrap Happy Quilting
Easy Breezy
Design by Bev Getschel

Just because you’re planning to use scraps doesn’t mean you can’t coordinate them. Choose several colors you like and a light background, and you will have several options for placement.

Project Specifications
Skill Level: Confident Beginner
Quilt Size: 72” x 88”
Block Size: 4” x 4” Finished
Number of Blocks: 143

Materials
- ½ yard each two aqua batiks
- 1½ yards aqua texture batik
- 1⅔ yards total tan, soft purple, gray and light brown scraps
- ½ yards tan print
- ¼ yards total white or cream scraps at least 6” square
- ½ yards backing
- Batting 80” x 96”
- Thread
- Basic sewing tools and supplies

Cutting
1. Cut four 2½” by fabric width strips from each of the two aqua batiks; subcut into a total of 50 (2½”) C squares each fabric.
2. Cut eight 1¼” by fabric width G/H strips aqua texture batik.
3. Cut eight 2¼” by fabric width strips aqua texture batik binding strips.

4. Cut 186 (2¾”) B squares total tan, soft purple, gray and light brown scraps. **Note:** If you prefer each block to use the same fabric for the four B triangles in one block, you will need 93 sets of two matching B squares.
5. Cut seven 4½” by fabric width E/F strips tan print.
7. Cut 286 (2¾”) A squares white or cream scraps. **Note:** If you prefer each block to use the same fabric for the four A triangles in one block, you will need 143 sets of two matching A squares.
8. Cut 142 (4½”) D squares white or cream scraps.

Completing the Blocks
1. Mark a diagonal line from corner to corner on the wrong side of each A square.
2. To complete one Pinwheel 1 block, select one set of two A squares and two B squares.
3. Place an A square right sides together with a B square and stitch ¼” on each side of the marked line as shown in Figure 1.
4. Cut the stitched unit apart on the marked line to complete two A-B units as shown in Figure 2; press seam toward B.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 to complete a second set of A-B units.
6. Referring to Figure 3, arrange the four A-B units in rows of two units each and join to make rows. Join the rows to complete one Pinwheel 1 block; press.
7. Repeat steps 2–6 to complete a total of 93 Pinwheel 1 blocks.
8. Repeat steps 2–6 with A and C squares to complete 25 Pinwheel 2 blocks from each of the two aqua batiks to total 50 Pinwheel 2 blocks.

Completing the Quilt Top
1. Arrange and join eight Pinwheel 2 blocks with seven D squares to make the top row referring to the Assembly Diagram; press seams toward D. Repeat to make the bottom row.

2. Arrange and join eight D squares with seven Pinwheel 1 blocks to make the second row; press seams toward D. Repeat to make the next to the last row.

3. Arrange and join two–four Pinwheel 2 blocks and a mixture of four–six Pinwheel 1 blocks (to total eight Pinwheel blocks in each row) and seven D squares to complete an inner block row, beginning and ending the row with the Pinwheel 2 blocks; press seams toward D. Repeat to make a total of eight inner block rows.

4. Arrange and join eight D squares with a mixture of one–three Pinwheel 2 blocks and four–six Pinwheel 1 blocks (to total seven Pinwheel blocks in each row) to make an inner D row; press seams toward D. Repeat to make a total of seven inner D rows.

5. Arrange and join the rows referring to the Assembly Diagram to complete the pieced center; press.

6. Join the E/F strips on the short ends to make a long strip; press. Subcut strip into two 4½" x 76½" E strips and two 4½" x 68½" F strips.

7. Sew E strips to opposite long sides and F strips to the top and bottom of the pieced center; press seams toward strips.

8. Join the G/H strips on the short ends to make a long strip; press. Subcut strip into two 1½" x 68½" G strips and two 1½" x 86½" H strips.

Tip
If you happen to have a die-cutting tool, you can whip out pieces in record time when one cut yields multiple pieces. These cutters are perfect for use when scrap shapes of the same size are needed by the hundreds!
9. Sew G strips to the top and bottom, and H strips to opposite long sides of the pieced center; press seams toward G and H strips.

10. Join the I/J strips on the short ends to make a long strip; press. Subcut strip into two 1 1/2" x 86 1/2" I strips and two 1 1/2" x 72 1/2" J strips.

11. Sew I strips to opposite long sides and J strips to the top and bottom of the pieced center to complete the quilt top; press seams toward G and H strips.

Completing the Quilt
1. Sandwich the batting between the pieced top and the prepared backing piece; pin or baste layers together to hold. Quilt as desired by hand or machine.

2. When quilting is complete, trim batting and backing fabric even with raw edges of the pieced top.

3. Join the binding strips on the short ends to make a long strip; press seams open. Fold the strip with wrong sides together along length and press.

4. Sew binding to the edges, mitering corners and overlapping ends. Fold binding to the back side and stitch in place to finish.

“It was fun using scraps and fabrics from my stash to create this quick and easy quilt.” —Bev Getschel
Ticker-Tape Elephant Wall Hanging

Design by Jen Eskridge

Simple raw-edge appliqué, free-form placement of fabrics and big-stitch accents are all you need to make this lovely wall hanging. Let your coordinated scraps make a statement.

Project Specifications
Skill Level: Beginner
Wall Hanging Size: 40” x 40”

Materials
• Assorted coordinating scraps
• Assorted 2¼” by 10”–20” scrap strips to total 175” when joined for binding
• 1½ yards cream solid
• 2½ yards backing
• Batting 48” x 48”
• Thread
• 1 skein coordinating color embroidery floss or pearl cotton
• Size 5 embroidery needle
• 1¼ yards 18”-wide fusible web
• Basic sewing tools and supplies

Cutting
Templates located on the included pattern insert.

1. Cut a 40” x 40” background A square from cream solid.

2. Cut coordinating scraps into an assortment of rectangles and squares, roughly 2”–4” wide and 2”–5” long. Note: These shapes will be cut and resized as you add them to the elephant shape.

Completing the Appliqué
1. Using a water-erasable marker and the pattern provided on the pattern insert, transfer the elephant shape (including eye circle) to the center of the background A square. Note: You may freehand-draw the shape on the background using the pattern as a guide.

2. Using all 6 strands of embroidery floss and the embroidery needle, stitch a large running stitch on the marked lines to outline the shapes.

3. Working in sections on an ironing board or other pressing surface, arrange the shapes inside the stitched line, leaving 1/8”–1/4” between the fabric scraps and 1/4” from the stitched outline as shown in Figure 1. Cut and adjust the scraps as needed as you work.

4. Cut pieces of fusible web just large enough to hold shapes in place and apply to the wrong side of each scrap piece. Note: Use pins instead of fusible web to hold pieces in place for arranging and stitching if desired.

5. Remove paper backing and fuse shapes in place to hold.
6. Move to the next work area of the elephant shape. Cut, place and fuse as in previous steps. Continue with this process until the whole elephant shape is filled with fabric scraps, which are temporarily secured to the background.

Completing the Quilt

1. Sandwich the batting between the pieced top and the prepared backing piece; pin or baste layers together to hold.

2. Starting in the center and working to the edges, stitch around each fused shape 1/8”–1/4” from edges as shown in Figure 2. Trim all loose threads when finished.

3. After all shapes have been stitched, stitch a free-motion design to fill in the surrounding background space. Note: Figure 3 shows several easy quilt-design ideas that will work well in this type of project. Trim backing and batting even with the top.

4. Join the 2¼”-wide binding strips on the short ends to make a strip at least 175” long; press seams open. Fold the strip with wrong sides together along length and press.

5. Sew binding to the edges, mitering corners and overlapping ends. Fold binding to the back side and stitch in place to finish.

“Here is a quick project that the whole family can easily work on. Get the older siblings in on this crafty quilt project gift for the new addition’s nursery.” —Jen Eskridge

Tip

If you want to move or replace a fabric that has already been fused, simply warm it with the iron to soften the adhesive, allowing you to peel it off.
Scrappy Crossings

Design by Connie Kauffman

If you have contrasting scraps on hand you can make this quilt. Take all your favorite leftovers from past projects and you will have all you need to create this bed quilt.

**Project Specifications**
Skill Level: Confident Beginner
Quilt Size: 60" x 90"
Block Size: 6" x 6" Finished
Number of Blocks: 150

**Materials**
- Assorted dark scraps (at least 4" x 6") to total 2 yards
- Assorted light scraps (at least 3½" square) to total 2 yards
- Assorted 2¼" by 10"–20" strips to total 312" when joined for binding
- 5½ yards backing
- Batting 68" x 98"
- Template material
- Basic sewing tools and supplies

**Cutting**
Template located on the included pattern insert.

1. Prepare a template for A using the pattern included on the pattern insert. Cut 150 A pieces from assorted dark scraps.
2. Cut 150 (3½") squares from assorted light scraps; cut each square in half on one diagonal to make a total of 300 B triangles.
3. Cut 150 (4½") squares from assorted light scraps; cut each square in half on one diagonal to make a total of 300 C triangles.

**Completing the Blocks**
1. Select one A rectangle and two each different-fabric B and C triangles to complete one block.
2. Sew a B triangle to opposite short ends of A as shown in Figure 1; press seams toward B.
3. Sew a C triangle to opposite long sides of the A-B unit to complete one Scrappy Crossing block referring to Figure 2; press seams toward C.

4. Repeat steps 1–3 to complete a total of 150 Scrappy Crossing blocks.

*Tip*
*Square up the blocks to 6½" square after piecing to make joining the blocks easier.*

Completing the Quilt
1. Select, arrange and join 10 Scrappy Crossing blocks to make a block row referring to the Assembly Diagram; press seams in one direction. Repeat to make a total of 15 block rows.

2. Join the rows, turning every other row matching seams, to complete the quilt top, again referring to the Assembly Diagram; press.

3. Sandwich the batting between the pieced top and a prepared backing piece; pin or baste layers together to hold. Quilt as desired by hand or machine.

4. When quilting is complete, trim batting and backing fabric even with raw edges of the pieced top.

5. Join binding strips on the short ends to make a long strip; press seams open. Fold the binding strip with wrong sides together along length; press.

6. Sew binding to the edges, mitering corners and overlapping ends. Fold binding to the back side and stitch in place to finish.

“This quilt was a fun way to use up a bunch of calico fabrics that were in my stash. Using just the one style of block throughout the whole quilt kept it easy to make. Having no borders makes this a quick and fun quilt, and it’s a fantastic way to use up the scraps.” —Connie Kauffman
Hexagon Delight
Design by Sandra L. Hatch

If you are ready for a challenge and have plenty of scraps, this is the quilt for you. Hexagons are all the rage. Perfect your skills with partial seams, set-in seams and color placement.

Project Note
When making the blocks, use pieces from the same color family. For example, if you use a purple A hexagon, choose the B and C strips from different purple fabrics to make each block in varying shades of one color.

Project Specifications
Skill Level: Advanced
Quilt Size: Approximately 109½" x 112½"
Block Size: 9½" x 7¾" Finished and 9¾" x 4" Finished
Number of Blocks: 150 whole blocks and 12 half blocks

Materials
- Batik scraps for G and H pieces
- 162 assorted batik scraps at least 5" square for A and D pieces
- 324 assorted 1½" x 42" batik strips or scraps
- Assorted 2½" x 10"–20" batik scrap strips to total 465" when joined for binding
- 3½ yards coordinating batik for borders
- 10½ yards backing
- Batting 118" x 120"
- Thread
- AccuQuilt Go! Baby cutter and Hexagon die set 55011 (optional)
- Template material
- Basic sewing tools and supplies

Cutting
Templates located on the included pattern insert.

1. Prepare templates for A, D, G and H pieces.
2. Using the templates, cut G and H pieces as directed on patterns from batik scraps.
3. Using the A and D templates, cut 150 A hexagons and 12 D half-hexagons from the squares of batik scraps.
4. Cut six 1½" x 3½" B strips from each of 150 (1½" x 42") strips; set aside remainder of strips for pieced border.
5. Cut six 1½" x 5½" C strips from each of 150 (1½" x 42") batik strips; set aside remainder of strips for border pieces.
6. Cut three 1½" x 4½" E strips from each of 12 (1½" x 42") batik strips.
7. Cut three 1½" x 5½" F strips from each of 12 (1½" x 42") batik strips.
8. Cut 10 (2½" by fabric width) I/J strips from coordinating batik.

Completing the Hexagon Delight Blocks
1. To make one Hexagon Delight block, select one A hexagon, and six each B and C strips from the same color family.
2. Place a B strip right sides together on one side of A, extending the left end at least 1¾" beyond the edge of A as shown in Figure 1.
3. Start stitching at least 1" from the left edge of the A hexagon to create a partial seam as shown in Figure 2.

4. Press the B strip to the right side and trim the right end of B even with A, again referring to Figure 2.

5. Continue to add, press and trim B strips clockwise around A until you have added a strip to each side as shown in Figures 3 and 4.

6. Finish the partial seam as shown in Figure 5. Press and trim.

7. Repeat steps 2–7 with C strips to complete a Hexagon Delight block.

8. Repeat steps 1–7 to make a total of 150 Hexagon Delight blocks.

Completing the Half-Hexagon Blocks
1. To make one Half-Hexagon block, select one D piece and three each E and F strips from the same color family. Starting on one angled side of D, sew an E strip to D; press and trim as shown in Figure 6.

2. Continue to add E strips and then F strips to D to complete one Half-Hexagon block referring to Figure 7.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 to make a total of 12 Half-Hexagon blocks.

4. Prepare a template for the D/E/F unit-checking template using the pattern given on the pattern insert. Using the checking template, trim the Half-Hexagon blocks, if necessary.

Completing the Quilt Top
1. Arrange and join the blocks as desired in seven vertical rows of 12 Hexagon Delight blocks each, and in six vertical rows of 11 Hexagon Delight blocks with a Half-Hexagon block at each end referring to Figure 8. Begin and end stitching at the seam allowance to allow for set-in seams. **Note:** See Set-In Seams sidebar, and Figures 9 and 10 for more information.
2. Join the rows, alternating half-block rows with whole block rows, starting and stopping stitching at the seam allowances as you stitch referring again to Figure 8 and to Figure 11 in the Set-in Seams sidebar. Press all seams to one side.

3. Set in H pieces at the sides and sew G and GR pieces to corners to complete the pieced center, again referring to Figure 8.

4. Join the I/J strips on the short ends to make one long strip; press. Subcut strip into two 21/2” x 95” I strips and two 21/2” x 96” J strips.

5. Sew I strips to opposite sides and J strips to the top and bottom of the pieced center; press seams toward I/J strips.

6. Join leftover pieces of 1 1/2”-wide strips on the short ends to make a long strip. Note: If strips are too long, cut them into shorter pieces as desired. Subcut strip into two 1 1/2” x 99” K strips and two 1 1/2” x 98” L strips.

7. Sew K strips to opposite sides and L strips to the top and bottom of the pieced center; press seams toward I and J strips.

---

**Set-in Seams**

Joining rows of hexagon blocks requires set-in seams. Begin by joining the Hexagon Delight blocks stopping stitching 1/4” from each end of each seam. This is easy if you take the time to mark dots at the ends of each one of these seam lines. A set-in–seam pattern for marking has been provided on the pattern insert.

Trace the set-in–seam pattern onto template material and cut out. Use a small hole punch or an awl to punch out the dot at the corner of the template as marked on the pattern.

Place the template on the wrong side of each corner of a block and mark with a fine-point fabric pen. Repeat on all corners of all blocks and on the H pieces referring to Figure 9.

To make rows, select two blocks. Pin at marked dots on one edge and stitch from dot to dot, securing stitches at the beginning and end of seam as shown in Figure 10. Open and press seam to one side. Continue to add blocks to complete the row. Repeat to complete whole block rows and half-block rows.

---

Select one whole block row (row 1) and one half-block row (row 2). Align the two rows referring to Figure 8 in Completing the Quilt Top. Starting at the top, pin the side of the half-block in row 2 to the upper right edge of the whole block in row 1. Stitch from dot to dot, securing stitches at the beginning and end of seam as shown in Figure 11. Open and press seam to one side. Continue to join the rows one block at a time.

---

Repeat this process to add the remaining rows and complete the pieced center.
8. Join the M/N strips on the short ends to make a long strip; press. Subcut strip into two 6½” x 101” M strips and two 6½” x 110” N strips.

9. Sew M strips to opposite long sides and N strips to the top and bottom of the pieced center to complete the quilt top. Press seams toward M and N strips.

Completing the Quilt

1. Sandwich the batting between the pieced top and the prepared backing piece; pin or baste layers together to hold. Quilt as desired by hand or machine.

2. When quilting is complete, trim batting and backing fabric even with raw edges of the pieced top.

3. Join the binding strips on the short ends to make a 46½”-long strip; press seams open. Fold the strip with wrong sides together along length and press.

4. Sew binding to quilt top edges, mitering corners and overlapping ends. Fold binding to the back side and stitch in place to finish.

“Oh what fun I have had with my batik scraps and these hexagons. I love that I can cut multiple perfect hexagons every time with a die cutter. After all these years of making quilts of varying sizes, I have finally finished one to fit my own king-size bed!” —Sandra L. Hatch
Quilted Tiles Place Mats

Design by Gina Gempesaw

Turn your leftover border prints into fabulous place mats with a bit of fussy cutting.

Project Specifications
Skill Level: Confident Beginner
Place Mat Size: 18” x 13½”

Materials
For 1 place mat:
• Scrap or fat quarter for print 1
• Scrap or fat quarter for print 2
• Scrap or fat quarter for print 3
• Scrap or ¾ yard border print
• Fat quarter or 18” x 21” backing
• 18½” x 14” rectangle batting
• Thread
• Template material
• Basic sewing tools and supplies

Cutting for One Place Mat
Templates located on the included pattern insert.

1. Prepare templates for A, B, C and D pieces using patterns included on insert. Prepare template A by tracing the half-pattern onto template material and then tracing a second half, joining on the vertical centering line. Cut as directed on each piece, aligning either the horizontal or vertical centering line on the border print to fussy-cut the A piece.

2. Cut two 1½” x 18½” E strips print 1.
3. Cut two 2¼” x 18½” F strips print 3.
4. Cut one 18½” x 14” backing rectangle.

Completing the Pieced Top
1. Sew B to opposite sides of A as shown in Figure 1; press seams toward B.

2. Sew C to the remaining sides of A referring to Figure 2; press seams toward C.
3. Add D and DR to the A-B-C unit to complete
the center unit as shown in Figure 3; press seams
ward D and DR.

4. Sew E and then F to opposite long sides of the
center unit to complete the place-mat top referring
to the Assembly Diagram; press seams toward E,
and then F.

Completing the Place Mat
1. Place the pieced place-mat top right sides
together with the backing rectangle. Arrange and
pin layered unit on top of the batting rectangle.
2. Stitch all around edges, leaving a 4" opening on
one short end as shown in Figure 4; trim batting
close to seam and clip corners as shown in Figure 5.
3. Turn right side out, poking out corners; press
edges flat.
4. Turn the seam allowances on the open edge
to the inside and hand-stitch the opening closed;
press again.
5. Quilt as desired by hand or machine to finish.

“Use leftover border prints in these
unique place mats. These place mats
are the perfect way to use up the scraps
left over from a larger project since the
fabrics are already coordinated to go
well together!” —Gina Gempesaw

Tip
The technique of fussy-cutting fabric allows you
to select a specific portion of a fabric to cut. One
of the sample place mats shown has a specific
vertical part of a stripe in the A piece centered,
while the second version shows a specific
horizontal part of the stripe in the A piece
centered. Use the centering lines on the A pattern
to align the template vertically or horizontally
on the border stripe for perfect placement of
the template on the stripe. The stitched samples
show both alignment choices.
Prism Star Color Wheel

Design by Joanna Wilczynska

Let your scraps inspire you to create this paper-pieced color wheel. This useful wall hanging will not only teach you color theory, but also how to set in curved pieces.

Preparing the Paper-Pieced Units

1. Make six copies each A and B paper-piecing patterns.
2. Arrange the paper-piecing patterns in a circle on a flat surface, alternating A and B sections as shown in Figure 1.
3. Prepare the scraps for paper piecing and assign the pinned color-family piles around the sections referring to Figure 2, the Project Note and Hints for Paper Piecing on page 44; pin each pinned pile to a paper section to organize.
4. Select an A copy, and beginning with piece A1, add fabric pieces to the paper copy in numerical order to complete one A piece as shown in Figure 3. Note: Refer to Hints for Paper Piecing for more specific paper-piecing instructions.

Project Note

You will need a variety of solid scraps to make a successful color wheel. To prepare for paper piecing, sort scraps into color families. For example, arrange the blue scraps from light to dark in a progression of value. Audition the blue colors until you have created a pleasing arrangement. Pin the chosen scraps together, starting with the darkest fabric and working to the lightest. The next-to-darkest fabric is used for pieces 2 and 3, and is the only fabric color used more than once in each color section. Repeat this step with each of the remaining 11 color families to prepare the fabrics for use.

Project Specifications

Skill Level: Intermediate
Wall Hanging Size: 16½" x 16½"

Materials

- Scraps of 12 color families with 7 different values of each color
- Large scraps 4 different cream prints or tonals
- Scraps for binding
- ¾ yard backing
- Batting 24” x 24”
- Thread
- Paper
- Basic sewing tools and supplies

Cutting

All templates and paper-piecing patterns on the included pattern insert.

1. Prepare template for C; cut as directed on template.
2. Cut binding scraps into 2¼"-wide strips to total 80" when joined.
Hints for Paper Piecing

1. After copying the first paper-piecing pattern, double-check to make sure the copy is the same size as the original pattern. Some copiers may cause slight distortion, so be sure to double-check the copier settings and the first copy of each pattern before making all of your copies.

2. Cut out the copies, leaving a margin around the outside bold lines (Figure 1a). Color choices can be written in the numbered spaces on the marked side of each pattern. The paper pattern is a reverse image of the stitched design.

3. Cut fabric scraps to completely cover numbered spaces on a copy with at least a ¼" margin around each one. **Note:** You can make an extra copy of each paper-piecing pattern and cut the sections apart to use as guides. Place cut sections on the wrong side of the fabric scraps with the letter sides facing up as shown in Figure 2a. Cut around shapes, adding at least a ¼" seam all around.

4. With the printed side of an A paper pattern facing you, fold along each line of the pattern (Figure 3a), creasing the stitching lines. This will help in trimming the fabric seam allowances and in removing the paper when finished stitching.

5. Turn the paper pattern over with the unmarked side facing you and position piece A1 right side up over the space marked A1 (Figure 4a). Hold the paper up to a light and make sure that the fabric overlaps all sides at least ¼”. Pin to hold in place.

6. Turn the paper over with the printed side facing you, and then fold the paper along the lines between sections 1 and 2. Trim fabric to about ¼” from the folded edge (Figure 5a).

7. Place fabric piece A2 right sides together with piece A1. The edge of fabric A2 should be even with the just-trimmed edge of fabric A1 (Figure 6a). Double-check to see if the fabric piece chosen will cover space A2 completely by folding fabric over along line between space A1 and A2.

8. With the printed side of paper facing you and holding fabric pieces together, machine-sew along the line between sections A1 and A2, as shown in Figure 7a on page 45, using a very short stitch length (18–20 stitches per inch). Flip piece over and trim seam to ⅛”–¼”, again referring to Figure 6a. **Note:** Using a smaller stitch length will make removing paper easier because it creates a tear line at the seam. Always begin and end sewing two to three stitches beyond the lines. You do...
not need to backstitch. When the beginning of the stitching is at the edge of the pattern, start sewing outside the outer line of the pattern.

9. Turn the paper over. Flip fabric A2 back and finger-press as shown in Figure 8a.

10. Turn pattern over with lines facing you and fold paper away from fabric between lines A1/A2 and A3. Trim seam allowance to $\frac{1}{8}"$ (Figure 9a).

11. Place fabric piece A3 right sides together, even with the A1/A2 edge. Turn pattern over and sew on the line between A1/A2 and A3 (Figure 10a). Turn over, trim any excess seam allowance from seam and flip the fabric back and finger-press (Figure 11a).

12. Continue trimming and sewing pieces in numerical order until the pattern is complete. Make sure pieces along the outer edge extend past the solid line to allow for a $\frac{1}{4}"$ seam allowance (Figure 12a).
5. Repeat step 4 to complete a total of six each A and B paper-pieced sections.

Completing the Wall Quilt

1. Arrange the pieced sections in a circle in the chosen color order referring to Figure 4.

2. Select and join three sections to complete one quarter-circle as shown in Figure 5; press seams open. Repeat to make four quarter-circles.

3. Center and pin a C piece on one quarter-circle, matching the notch on C to the center of the quarter-circle. Easing the curved edges, stitch to make a quarter-unit as shown in Figure 6. Repeat to make a total of four quarter-units.

4. Arrange the quarter-units in their final position and stitch two units together to make a half-unit; repeat. Press seams open. Join the half-units to complete the pieced top.

5. Carefully remove all paper from pieced sections.

6. Sandwich the batting between the pieced top and the prepared backing piece; pin or baste layers together to hold. Quilt as desired by hand or machine.

7. When quilting is complete, trim batting and backing fabric even with raw edges of the pieced top.

8. Join binding strips on the short ends to make a long strip; press seams open. Fold the binding strip with wrong sides together along length; press.

9. Sew binding to the edges, mitering corners and overlapping ends. Fold binding to the back side and stitch in place to finish.

“The idea behind this quilt was to make something eye-catching and geometric in shape. I also wanted to play with the values of colors and use some of my charm squares, which were waiting unused. Choosing so many colors of fabrics in different values can be very instructive. The Prism Star Color Wheel is a good and easy way to master paper-piecing skills. The pattern can be used not only for a mini quilt, it can become a pillow cover, or in a larger scale, as part of a quilt top.” —Joanna Wilczynska
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Supplies
We would like to thank the following manufacturers who provided materials to our designers to make sample projects for this book.

Ticker-Tape Elephant Wall Hanging, page 29: Stitch Witchery fusible web by Dritz; Pilot FriXion nonpermanent marking pens.

Summer Days Bed Runner, page 9: Star Machine Quilting thread from Coats distributed by YLI.

Scattered Dresdens Lap Quilt, page 17: Easy Dresden ruler by Darlene Zimmerman for EQ Quilting.


Scrappy Crossings, page 31: Signature’s 100 percent Cotton Machine Quilting Thread from A&E.

Hexagon Delight, page 35: All batik scraps and fabrics from Robert Kaufman; Heirloom Premium cotton batting from Hobbs; Star Machine Quilting thread from Coats distributed by YLI.
Color Therapy Throw
Leaf
Make a total of 20 green & leaf green scraps
as per instructions

Scrapy Crossings
A
Cut 150 assorted dark scraps
Hexagon Delight
G
Cut 4 batik scraps
(reverse 2 for GR)

Hexagon Delight
D
Cut 12 batik scraps

Hexagon Delight
Set-in Seam Pattern

Hexagon Delight
A
Cut 150 batik scraps

Straight Grain
Hexagon Delight
H
Cut 22 batik scraps

Hexagon Delight
D/E/F Unit Checking template
Upper Wing
Cut 2 each 4 different scraps

Lower Wing
Cut 2 each 4 different scraps

Body
Cut 4 scraps

Head
Cut 4 scraps

Summer Days Bed Runner
Hexagon
Cut 4 yellow scraps

Summer Days Bed Runner
Flower Center
Cut 4 light yellow scraps

Summer Days Bed Runner
Petal/Leaf
Cut 6 each 4 different green scraps for leaves
Cut 6 each 4 different bright-color scraps for petals

Summer Days Bed Runner
Dragonfly Appliqué Motif
Cut 4 scraps
Cut 4 light yellow scraps
Cut 4 yellow scraps
Cut 6 each 4 different green scraps for leaves
Cut 6 each 4 different bright-color scraps for petals
Ticker-Tape Elephant Pattern Assembly

Match on line to make complete pattern

Ticker-Tape Elephant Wall Hanging
Elephant Template Section 1
Ticker-Tape Elephant Wall Hanging
Elephant Template Section 3
Ticker-Tape Elephant Wall Hanging
Elephant Template Section 4
Ticker-Tape Elephant Wall Hanging
Elephant Template Section 5
Ticker-Tape Elephant Wall Hanging
Elephant Template Section 6
Ticker-Tape Elephant Wall Hanging
Elephant Template Section 7
Ticker-Tape Elephant Wall Hanging
Elephant Template Section 8
Ticker-Tape Elephant Wall Hanging
Elephant Template Section 9
Ticker-Tape Elephant Wall Hanging
Elephant Template Section 10
Ticker-Tape Elephant Wall Hanging
Elephant Template Section 11
Ticker-Tape Elephant Wall Hanging
Elephant Template Section 12
Ticker-Tape Elephant Wall Hanging
Elephant Template Section 13
Ticker-Tape Elephant Wall Hanging
Elephant Template Section 14

Match on line to make complete pattern
Ticker-Tape Elephant Wall Hanging
Elephant Template Section 15

Ticker-Tape Elephant Wall Hanging
Elephant Template Section 16

Match on line to make complete pattern
Scattered Dresdens Lap Quilt
Wedge
Cut 51 from strip-pieced panel, matching dotted lines with seams

Scattered Dresdens Lap Quilt
Circle
Cut 4 scraps
Quilted Tiles Place Mat

A

Fussy-cut 1 border print
Quilted Tiles Place Mat
B
Cut 2 print 1

Quilted Tiles Place Mat
C
Cut 2 print 1

Quilted Tiles Place Mat
D
Cut 4 print 2
(reverse 2 for DR)

Straight Grain
Prism Star Color Wheel

C
Cut 4 cream tonal or print scraps

Place line on fold

Prism Star Color Wheel
Section A Paper-Piecing Pattern
Make 6 copies
Prism Star Color Wheel
Section B Paper-Piecing Pattern
Make 6 copies

Diamond Fans
B
Cut 13 white-with-green dots

Straight Grain
Diamond Fans
Corner Fan Paper-Piecing Pattern
Make 4 copies

Cut 4 white-with-green dots

Straight Grain
Diamond Fans
Paper-Piecing Pattern
Make 9 copies
Let these fabulous designs—and your scraps—inspire you to quilt family heirlooms. You will be totally amazed at the treasures that await you by simply opening these pages and pulling out your scrap basket.